
Year 3 Maths 
Learning Sequence 14: 2D shape

Learning Sequence 39: 3D shapes



Lesson 1
LO: To classify regular and irregular shapes

Vocabulary:

shape
triangle
square
rectangle
pentagon
hexagon
octagon
sides
corners/vertices

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

angles
polygons
regular
irregular



Write a definition of what a polygon is…



With lolly sticks, or pieces of card, or 
geostrips (at school) create polygons adding 
1 side each time…

Add another side to make 
a pentagon



TOP TIP: Progress check
Remember that another word for the ‘point’ on a 
shape where two sides meet is a vertex (vertices as 
the plural). 

An angle is the measurement of turn and vertex is 
the point where two lines meet  to make a corner. 



Every polygon has the same  
number of edges as vertices.

True or false?



Look at the shapes in front of you. Sort them 
into shapes where all sides are equal and 
shapes where they are not all equal.

Shapes all equal length sides          Shapes with not all equal sides



Now sort the shapes looking at the internal angles and seeing 
which ones have all internal angles equal and the ones which 
do not have all internal angles equal.

Put a tick inside 
all the shapes 
where all the 
sides are equal 
lengths.



Examples:

Shapes with all interior angles equal   Shapes with not all interior angles equal



Put a plus inside 
all the shapes 
where all the 
angles are equal 
size.

Those with both a cross and a plus sign are called REGULAR POLYGONS.

What MUST a polygon have?

The other shapes are all IRREGULAR – even if they have either a tick (all sides equal 
length) or a cross (all internal angles equal)

REGULAR POLYGONS have ALL sides of EQUAL length AND ALL internal angles of 
EQUAL size



What is the same and what is 
different about these polygons?



Lesson2
LO: To draw and construct polygons

Vocabulary:

shape
triangle
square
rectangle
pentagon
hexagon
octagon
sides
corners/vertices

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

angles
polygons
regular
irregular



What are the properties of 
these shapes?

What can you tell me 
about them thinking 
number and lengths of 
sides /edges, vertices and 
angles)



How many can you tick off?



‘All Four Connect’ – game! (Vertices)

The square is connecting 4 vertices but not 4 pins.



Task - Create as many polygons as possible 
connecting only 4 pins.



Lesson 3
LO: To construct polygons

Vocabulary:

shape
triangle
square
rectangle
pentagon
hexagon       properties
octagon
sides
corners/vertices

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

angles
polygons
regular
irregular
congruent



Two shapes are congruent if 
they are exactly the same 
shape and size.



Task 1
Cut out and use the congruent triangles on the second 
page to construct these shapes.  



Task 2
Using some or all of the 6 congruent 
equilateral triangles create

1. A larger triangle.
2. A quadrilateral
3. A pentagon.
4. A regular hexagon.
5. An irregular hexagon.



LO: To build three dimensional shapes

Vocabulary:
three dimensional (3D)
two dimensional (2D)
face 
edge 
vertex 
number of features
vertices
faces 
polyhedron 
regular and irregular polyhedral

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…



Learning Review - Regular and Irregular Polygons







Where have you 
seen these 
shapes before?



Learning Tasks

How many different shapes can you make using the straws provided?

Record your shapes on the table provided.



Activities for exploring greater 
depth



LO: To recognise three dimensional shapes in 
different orientations

Vocabulary:
three dimensional (3D)
two dimensional (2D)
face 
edge 
vertex 
number of features
vertices
faces 
polyhedron (plural is polyhedra)
orientations

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…



A polyhedron is a solid shape 
with flat faces and straight 
edges. 

The plural is polyhedral.

TOP TIP : Pyramids, prisms and 

cuboids are examples of polyhedron. 
However cones and cylinders are not. 



How many faces does the shape have?
How many edges does the shape have?
How many vertices does the shape 
have?


